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EXCHANGE RELEASE
MOU signed with Operator of Port of Dakar, Republic of Senegal to
commence shipment of phosphate from March 2016
22 July 2015



MOU signed with TVS Necotrans, operator of the Port of Dakar, a major
trading West African / Atlantic Ocean Port situated 145km from the
Gadde Bissik phosphate deposit in Senegal



MOU confirms initial capacity for shipment of phosphate from March
2016 with a ramp up to 500,000 tonnes per annum by third quarter
CY2016



Scope to increase volume with capacity in excess of 500,000 tonnes per
annum contemplated in the MOU

Minemakers Limited (“Minemakers”) is pleased to announce that Gadde Bissik Phosphates
Operations Sarl. (“GBO”), has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) with Terminaux
Vraquiers du Senegal – Necotrans (“TVS Necotrans”), the exclusive operator for the handling of nonfood bulk products, including phosphate, at the Port of Dakar. GBO will become a wholly owned
subsidiary of Minemakers upon receiving shareholder approval and completion of its agreement to
acquire the BMCC phosphate project in the Republic of Senegal (“Baobab Project”).

Figure 1: Aerial View of
the Port of Dakar
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Located at the most western point of the coast of Africa, the Port of Dakar is at the crossroad between
Europe, North America, South America and West Sub-Saharan Africa and ranks fifth in Africa in cargo
volume after Richards-Bay, Durban, Lagos and Abidjan.

Figure 2: Strategic Location for Key Markets
The Port of Dakar has specific facilities for all types of cargo: liquid bulk (refined hydrocarbons, oil and
wine) and solid bulks (coal, phosphates, wheat and rice). For solid bulk commodities, three berths are
currently available, with alongside depth of 10.5 metres for phosphate shipping.
The facilities at the Port of Dakar are undergoing significant transformation under the management of
TVS Necotrans. This upgrade includes the creation of two berths at 12.0 metres draft and one berth
at 14.5 metres draft to accommodate Panamax size vessels. Further information on the development
and modernisation of the Port of Dakar is contained in the Annexure.
Minemakers Managing Director and CEO Cliff Lawrenson said:
“The MOU agreed with TVS Necotrans and the Port of Dakar is an extremely important milestone in
the rapid development of the Baobab Project. The Port of Dakar is a major African port, well located
for us to access European, North American and South American markets competitively and efficiently
for Baobab’s phosphate rock.
“Fundamental to the development story is the ability to access local infrastructure and this MOU
demonstrates our ability to access the logistics and capacity to export 500,000 tonnes per annum
from mid-2016 and, pleasingly, with scope to increase this volume.
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Figures 3 and 4: Bulk Phosphate Loading Activities at the Port of Dakar
The Baobab Project area, which covers a total of approximately 1,553km2 (Figure 5), is located
approximately 145km from the Port of Dakar via a predominantly sealed highway.
In May 2015, a small mining permit (SMP) was granted to GBO over a 5km2 area of the thickest and
highest grade mineralisation. The SMP allows future mining activity within this area without limitation
of output volume. The Project is located close to other significant rock phosphate mining operations
and the largest phosphoric acid production facility in Senegal.
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Figure 5: Location of Baobab Project and Port of Dakar
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Annexure:

Port Infrastructure
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